NOWADAYS
and shoulders, taken no doubt from an ordinary photograph
ia an American paper, but cleverly re-coiffed as an Indian
squaw. They gave me an idea that according to squaw standard,
I was not at all bad. But it was a slight shock to open the packet
- casually with the usual "Who's this from, I wonder ?" and be con-
fronted with my own profile, solemn between two smooth plaits
banded in blue and scarlet. It was brought to the cottage door in
my Berkshire village by the postman, a baker who retired from
baking because of illness, but found life too dull without his morn-
ing back-door chat. He could hardly have realized the strangeness
contained in our war-time post-bag. We have had to readjust
our old-world method of summing up what the envelopes are
likely to contain by the look of them. For your most elegant
friend who, in the past, would never use anything but the most
aristocratic paper and big envelope with crest, etc., now writes
to you in one of those oblong, cheap, yellowish "bills" sort, much
bandaged, with "Gas Light and Coke Co/* perhaps printed on it
and crossed out or not crossed out, or "Local Sanitary Inspectors";
so that you get a pang of alarm before you recognize the writing.
Every addressed envelope is now a palimpsest; you can distinguish
behind the economy label the original name and address under-
neath, and perhaps even a third name and address scribbled under-
neath that. In one of those buried addresses you may be interested
to recognize the writing of a mutual friend, and you speculate,
before you open it, on why old So-and-so can possibly have been
writing to old So-and-so (and why to him and not to me ?). That
long legal-looking envelope which used to announce a legacy1 in
all the best old-feshioned fiction, now merely appears in your
post-bag because the sender had himself received a letter from a
, previous sender who had had a letter from his mother •yvho had
heard from a lawyer who had started out with an envelope of his
own.
Every envelope and every parcel which now reaches you, is
primarily looked upon as a legitimate way of acquiring paper for
use without buying it; and hailed with pleasure or disgust accord-
ing to its condition; its contents are a secondary consideration. If
you happen to be one of those people who have never amused
themselves by slowly looking through your post on the outside,
but who used to pounce and tear, that is a habit difficult to break;
my secretary cured me of it by tactfully placing on the breakfitst-
table a small fruit-knife inscribed "Buffet de la Gare de Lyon",

